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I.T. Needs Survey Package
(Gold)
Product Duration
TBA (evaluated at each request)

Time
09.30 – 16.30 each day, working hours Mon to Fri

Product Description
Basic Look at I.T. and create a small report about where it is and things to consider. This can take anything from half
a day to longer depending and where you are just now with your I.T. usage then we look at stating where
improvements can be made in your current usage and if asked can go and get some tenders to carry out the
improvements. We then look into the future to see what is coming up in the world of tech and where you as a
business might be then. How you could work smarter at that point and tap into all the latest emerging tech. (This
can take a few visits and offsite work that creates the tenders and research into what you could be
using. This is the most comprehensive package and will require a number of visits and offsite work.
With a possible meeting with third-party suppliers to make sure you are tapping into the latest tech
and allowing for future growth.)

Product Benefits
The benefits of this product are:










Check on I.T. currently in place
Look at potential issues just now
Look at potential issues that may arise in the future
Report for your consideration
Can be project managed for the installation of new tech
We would use or contacts in the I.T. tech world and suppliers to price the best setup for your future use
This is a comprehensive option and will save you sep0dning large amounts of expense on tech in the
future by possibly phasing in the route into the latest tech.
Peace of mind about your I.T. and how you are using it now and into the future.
Takes away the worry of having a large I.T. bill in the future just to allow you to catch up. Early action
allows planning out large expenses.

Product Objectives
This is the most comprehensive survey and will give you a plan, actions and tenders for your consideration. As well
as looking into the future to check that you are keeping up to date. Also can be escalated to allow for us to project
mange the supply and install of all the new kit.

Prerequisites
Using any I.T. for business at present.

Cost
Priced per application, dependant on what work is required.

Locations
In-House at clients premises, by prior arrangement.

Helping you use Technology into the future.…….

